Protein microarray technology has rapidly developed into one of the most active areas in biotechnology today, and is being increasingly applied for the high-throughput discovery of molecular interactions, profiling of protein expression and monitoring of protein modifications. While genome sequencing and annotations provide comprehensive information on protein-encoding genes, and DNA arrays analyze gene expression at the mRNA level, these technologies need to be complemented by functional proteomic studies in order to better understand protein activities, expression levels and interactions at the system level. Owing to alternative mRNA splicing and a multitude of post-translational modifications (PTMs), the number of cellular protein species far exceeds that of the genes. In addition, expression levels of individual proteins can range over as much as six orders of magnitude when cells are exposed to different environments [1]. It is clear that, for large-scale analyses, proteomics studies require sensitive, high-throughput tools with a wide dynamic range of detection. One such tool is the protein microarray, consisting of several thousands of protein species immobilized on a solid surface in miniaturized features, enabling sensitive, high-throughput screening with economical use of samples and reagents. In contrast to screening systems such as yeast two-hybrid, the in vitro nature of protein arrays allows for the control of the interaction conditions, protein concentrations, PTMs and specific cofactor requirements [2].
Protein microarray technology has rapidly developed into one of the most active areas in biotechnology today, and is being increasingly applied for the high-throughput discovery of molecular interactions, profiling of protein expression and monitoring of protein modifications. While genome sequencing and annotations provide comprehensive information on protein-encoding genes, and DNA arrays analyze gene expression at the mRNA level, these technologies need to be complemented by functional proteomic studies in order to better understand protein activities, expression levels and interactions at the system level. Owing to alternative mRNA splicing and a multitude of post-translational modifications (PTMs), the number of cellular protein species far exceeds that of the genes. In addition, expression levels of individual proteins can range over as much as six orders of magnitude when cells are exposed to different environments [1] . It is clear that, for large-scale analyses, proteomics studies require sensitive, high-throughput tools with a wide dynamic range of detection. One such tool is the protein microarray, consisting of several thousands of protein species immobilized on a solid surface in miniaturized features, enabling sensitive, high-throughput screening with economical use of samples and reagents. In contrast to screening systems such as yeast two-hybrid, the in vitro nature of protein arrays allows for the control of the interaction conditions, protein concentrations, PTMs and specific cofactor requirements [2] .
The generation of a large diversity of proteins, such as the array elements, presents a major challenge for protein microarray systems, despite the develop ment of high-throughput proteinproduction methods. For many applications, the proteins also need to remain stable and functional on the array surfaces during long-term storage, which can pose an additional difficulty. A recent advance to overcome these problems is to produce protein microarrays through in situ cell-free synthesis directly from arrayed DNA templates [3] [4] [5] . This article reviews the conventional methods, as well as more recent developments, in protein microarray techno logies, together with novel applications of these technologies in medical and proteomics studies.
Review Stoevesandt, Taussig & He or antigens (that may be nonfolded) are arrayed for profiling the expression of proteins [9, 10] or for the quantification of antibodies [11] in complex samples such as serum. Applications of antibody arrays include biomarker discovery and monitoring of protein quantities and activity states in signaling pathways. Antigen arrays are applied for profiling antibody repertoires in auto immunity, cancer, infection or following vaccination. Moreover, antigen arrays are tools for controlling the specificity of antibodies and related affinity reagents. Reverse-phase arrays comprise cell lysates [12, 13] or serum samples [14] . Analysis is multiplexed by probing replicates of the arrays with different antibodies. Reverse-phase arrays are particularly useful for studying the changes in the expression of specific proteins and protein modifications during disease progression and, thus, are primarily applied for biomarker discovery. Figure 1 shows the two general strategies for making protein micro arays. In conventional approaches, individual proteins are expressed by recombinant technologies and are then purified and spotted onto a solid support, often glass slides. By contrast, in the newer in situ arrays, proteins are directly produced onto the array surface through cell-free protein synthesis.
Generation of protein microarrays

Conventional methods Production of proteins
The most commonly used strategies for the production of proteins for arrays are heterologous expression in Escherichia coli [15] or by cell-free systems [16] . The choice of protein production method depends on the downstream applications, in which protein yields, folding and modifications must be taken into account. Clearly, high-throughput formats are desirable for generating proteins.
The advantages of using E. coli are rapidity, low cost and ease of adaptation to high-throughput production. However, some eukaryotic proteins are poorly expressed in E. coli or are produced, but at low solubility, and eukaryotic PTMs are lacking in prokaryotic cells. Screening assays have been developed for the rapid assessment of protein solubility, including using reporter proteins to directly monitor protein expression and correct folding [17] [18] [19] . Cell-free protein synthesis provides an effective and rapid alternative by using PCR DNA fragments as templates, circumventing the need for E. coli cloning [16, 20] . Cell-free methods are capable of making proteins that are difficult to express in in vivo systems. Cell-free lysates can be prepared from different species, allowing protein synthesis to be carried out in prokaryotic or eukaryotic systems and at defined temperatures. These open systems can also be adjusted through the addition of further components, so as to provide environments suitable for protein folding or modifications [20] . In conventional methods, proteins expressed by E. coli or cell-free systems are purified prior to spotting onto the array surface. Purification is usually performed using affinity tags attached at either the N-or C-terminus, of which the most popular tags are hexahistidine (His 6 ) and glutathione-S-transferase (GST) [3, 21] . By contrast, by spotting unpurified tagged proteins onto capture surfaces, the immobilization and purification steps can be combined into a single step [22] .
Surface chemistry
Proteins are often arrayed onto functionalized glass slides, using four main physicochemical principles, which may be combined: adsorption, covalent binding, affinity interaction by specific tags and physical entrapment into gels [23] .
Surface adsorption is generally mediated by electrostatic charges (e.g., on polylysine-coated slides) or hydrophobic interactions. Despite its simplicity, the main drawback of this method is the possibility of denaturating proteins on the surface. Nevertheless, studies have suggested that surface-adsorbed proteins may still retain their functionality [24] . Surface adsorption is convenient where native protein structure and function are not essential; for example, antigen arrays.
Covalent binding of proteins to derivatized surfaces is a more efficient and robust approach [25] . The surfaces usually carry reactive groups, such as epoxides, aldehydes, succinimidyl esters or isothiocyanates, which react with nucleophilic groups (e.g., amino, thiol or hydroxyl groups) of amino acid residues. Covalent immobilization via random attachment also tends to denature arrayed proteins.
Affinity interaction by specific tags provides a means of immobilizing proteins in a defined orientation on a tag-capture surface, often retaining full protein activity. Examples include the use of biotin, His 6 -and GST-tagged proteins binding to streptavidin, Ni-NTA and glutathione-coated slides, respectively [3, 26] . Proteins fused with a carbohydrate-binding module have been successfully immobilized on a cellulose-coated surface [27] . Affinity-capture surfaces are also capable of immobilizing tagged proteins directly from complex mixtures without prior purification [22] . Recently, an enzymatic method has been described for covalent immobilization of tagged proteins directly from cell lysates [28] .
The use of 3D matrices (hydrogels) to entrap proteins into a structured environment maintains the function of arrayed proteins. Usually, a layer of a polymer, such as polyacrylamide, agarose or gelatine, covers the slide and provides a porous structure filled with an aqueous buffer. The matrix can be additionally modified with functional groups for covalent or affinity immobilization of proteins. Gel matrices permit the arraying of enzymes, while conserving their activities [29] .
A systematic study comparing eight different commercially available array surfaces, combined with detection by different fluorescent dyes, has revealed critical parameters affecting the reproducibility and reliability of protein microarrays [30] .
Arraying of proteins onto solid surfaces
Robotic spotting of proteins is generally carried out by either contact printing with solid or split metal pins, or via non contact delivery in an ink-jet printer-like fashion. Unlike arraying of DNA samples, procedures for spotting functional proteins must ensure that they are hydrated, stable and folded during the process. However, the distributed volumes of solutions are typically in the subnanoliter range and the spots are therefore prone to drying rapidly by evaporation. Buffers for protein arraying therefore need to combine physiological conditions and compatibility with both the surface-immobilzation mechanism
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Protein microarrays: high-throughput tools for proteomics and the robotic-arraying process in terms of viscosity and surface tension. Typical buffer additives for protein stabilization against drying are hydroxylated cryoprotectants (e.g., glycerol, polyethylene glycol, trehalose and sucrose), but their effectiveness must be evaluated with the surface of choice [31, 32] . Several new nonnucleophilic substances have recently been identified as buffer additives that improve spot morphology without interfering with immobilization [33] . An innovative method for preventing droplet evaporation was demonstrated by spotting under a layer of water-immiscible liquid fluorocarbon, coupled with a liquid-bridge, noncontact spotting technology [34] . Depending on the types of slides and the viscosity of the buffer used, printing density can generally be up to 20,000 individual features on a standard microscope slide, corresponding to a center-to-center spacing of spots in the range of 250 µm [35] .
In situ synthesis
To avoid separate expression and purification of individual proteins by cell-based methods, cell-free expression has been exploited to produce protein microarrays by synthesising proteins directly onto the surface from arrayed DNAs (Figure 2) . A number of different methods have been developed [36] .
Protein in situ array
In the protein in situ array (PISA) method, PCR DNA constructs and the cell-free expression system are co distri buted onto protein-capture surfaces, so that newly synthesized proteins are captured in situ and unbound lysate material can be washed away (Figure 2A ) [5] . PISA first demonstrated the advantages of 'on-chip' synthesis of proteins, notably the ability to convert DNA directly into functional proteins in an array format, without separate E. coli cloning, expression and purification. PISA also avoids the problem of maintaining protein stability on the array surface in long-term storage, since the proteins are only expressed as and when the protein array is needed.
The PISA concept was first exemplified using an engineered double-His 6 tag, which permits single-step immobilization of the tagged proteins onto Ni-NTA-coated surfaces from the cellfree lysate [5, 37] . A highly miniaturized version, based on a multiple spotting technique (MIST), has been developed, allowing in situ synthesis of proteins on the surface in subnanoliter volumes (350 pl). This makes it possible to produce protein microarrays with a potential density of up to 13,000 spots per slide [38] .
Nucleic acid programmable protein array
Instead of codistributing soluble DNA and cell-free lysate as in PISA, the nucleic acid programmable protein array (NAPPA) method creates a protein array from immobilized DNA templates [4, 39] . Plasmid DNA is immobilized together with a proteincapturing antibody onto a glass slide, which is then covered with a rabbit reticulocyte lysate cell-free system to express the proteins. The newly synthesized proteins become trapped by the antibody colocalized at each spot ( Figure 2B ). NAPPA has been applied to produce protein arrays (up to 2000 spots per slide) identifying immune-response signatures of breast cancer autoantibodies in patient sera [39, 40] and to isolate target proteins with agonist activities from a cDNA library [41] . As the proteins immobilized by NAPPA remain on the same surface as the DNA array, the technology does not generate a 'pure' protein array, but rather one in which individual proteins are colocalized with both their encoding DNA and the general capture reagent.
Typical workflow for protein arraying
In situ synthesis of protein array (see 
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DNA array to protein array
Recently, a novel system has been introduced that converts a reusable DNA array into multiple protein array copies ( Figure 2C ) [3] . Unlike NAPPA, the DNA array to protein array method generates pure protein arrays on a separate surface. Cell-free protein synthesis is carried out within a membrane filter sandwiched between two glass slides. One of the slides carries an array of immobilized PCR DNA fragments encoding tagged proteins, while the other slide is coated with a specific tag-capture reagent. Individual proteins are synthesized in parallel from the DNA template array, diffuse through the membrane filter and become immobilized on the capture surface, creating a protein array corresponding to the 
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Protein microarrays: high-throughput tools for proteomics DNA array (but with a mirror-image layout). Fully consistent with the concept that diffusion is the mechanism of protein transport to the capture slide, the protein-density profiles of DAPA protein spots are well-defined Gaussian distributions. DAPA is capable of producing at least 20 copies of the same protein array by the repeated use of a single DNA array template [3] . This technique may find particular use for the repeated printing of protein arrays in laboratories that do not have access to microarray spotters. DAPA has been validated by arraying a number of different proteins, including antibody fragments, green fluorescent protein and transcription factors [3] .
In situ puromycin capture from mRNA arrays A puromycin-capture strategy has been described to fabricate protein arrays by capturing nascent polypeptides in situ [42] . It requires extra steps to make mRNA-ssDNA hybrid molecules, and protein yields are limited by the amount of mRNA spotted.
Detection
Readout technologies to detect interactions of probes on protein microarrays can be grouped into label-based and label-free methods. To date, approaches based on fluorescent labeling are the most widely used, with fluorophores either directly attached to the interactors or introduced on secondary reagents, such as in sandwich-assay formats. Label-free approaches, by contrast, measure an inherent property of the interactors themselves, such as mass or dielectric properties. Fluorescence-based methods use widely available reagents and instrumentation, but the covalent introduction of fluorophores may affect the protein function or epitope being monitored. Label-free technologies circumvent this problem and may allow real-time monitoring, but they require more sophisticated equipment. To date, the sensitivity of the routinely used label-based methods is higher than that of label-free approaches [43] .
Label-based methods
Current microarray scanners are typically equipped for fluorophore excitation at 532 and 633 nm, allowing dual color fluorescence detection in the Cy3 and Cy5 ranges. Scanners with a wider range of excitation wavelengths, including 488 nm suitable for GFP-fusion proteins, are also becoming increasingly available.
Direct labeling of proteins for interaction screens is usually by covalent conjugation of N-hydroxysuccinimide ester-linked fluorescent dyes to primary amines of the protein N-terminus or ε-NH 2 of lysine residues. Alternatively, thiol-reactive dyes are used to couple to cysteine residues. These methods can be applied to purified proteins as well as to complex mixtures (e.g., sera). For sample comparison, ratiometric two-color labeling strategies are used, analogous to those used for expression profiling on DNA microarrays [9, 44] . Random chemical conjugation of dyes may interfere with protein function.
Cell-free expression systems provide alternatives for site-directed introduction of fluorophores at the protein N-or C-terminus. Using a modified initiator tRNA, the N-terminal methionine can be replaced by a fluorophore-amino acid conjugate, with labeling efficiencies of 67% in an E. coli cell-free system [45] . C-terminal labeling proceeds through the incorporation of fluorophorecoupled puromycin derivatives, with labeling efficiencies of up to 90% [46, 47] .
Besides direct coupling of fluorophores, primary and secondary immunofluorescent staining protocols are often applied [48, 49] . In antibody arrays, such sandwich-detection strategies provide a second level of target recognition, significantly increasing the specificity and sensitivity (down to picogram per milliliter) of target detection. Enhanced sensitivity can also be achieved with a number of amplification systems. Tyramide signal amplification uses peroxidase-coupled reagents to catalyze the coupling of reactive fluorophore derivatives to tyrosine residues in the vicinity [3, 50] and can detect femtogram amounts of protein. DNA-based technologies, such as rolling circle amplification (RCA) [10, [51] [52] [53] , as well as proximity ligation of oligonucleotides coupled to antibodies recognizing different epitopes [54, 55] , provide high levels of amplification, essentially converting from protein to DNA detection. Quantum dots are emerging as the new-generation fluorophores for ultrasensitive readout of binding events [13, 56] . Recently, single-walled carbon nanotubes coupled to antibodies were used as multicolor Raman labels for the highly sensitive detection of proteins arrayed on Raman-scattering gold surfaces [57] . It is likely that novel combinations of existing tools will continue to enhance the detection sensitivity of protein microarrays.
Label-free strategies
Current label-free methods applicable to array formats include mass spectrometry (MS), optical biosensors on metal surfaces (e.g., surface plasmon resonance [SPR] and nanohole arrays) and conductance biosensors on carbon nanotube and nanowire surfaces [43] .
Mass spectrometry offers intriguing possibilities through its ability to directly identify proteins, and is 'hypothesis-free' compared with identification via the use of specific antibodies. The direct interfacing of 3D polymer-based protein arrays to MALDI-MS for the detection of antigen-antibody interactions and enzymatic activities has been demonstrated [58] . Porous silicon surfaces structured with arrays of nanovials have been applied for rapid tryptic digestion of biomarker proteins, subsequently identified by MALDI [59] .
Biosensor-based approaches detect the binding of a protein to a sensor surface by virtue of the change of the local refractive index or conductivity on the surface. They typically enable the detection of real-time interactions to determine association and dissociation kinetics [60] . Based on the principle of SPR, gratingcoupled SPR [61] allows higher degrees of multiplexing, with up to 400 arrayed elements [62] . A recently developed interferometric biosensor, based on optical-phase differences due to molecular associations, allows for real-time kinetics with picogram per square millimeter sensitivity [63] . Nanohole-array sensors utilize the optical properties of light transmission through 150-200-nm diameter holes in metal surfaces, which are susceptible to changes in the local refractive index brought about by molecular interactions [64] . Biosensors of carbon nanowires and nanotubes, which Review Stoevesandt, Taussig & He detect changes in conductivity on the surface upon binding of molecules, can also be used to detect molecular interactions with proteins, small molecules and nucleic acids [65, 66] .
Applications
Screening molecular interactions
Interactions of proteins, both with other proteins and with nonprotein partners (e.g., nucleic acids, small molecules and lipids), form the basis of many cellular pathways. Global identification of these interactions greatly contributes to our understanding of signal transduction and its aberration in disease, which, in turn, facilitates target discovery and drug design. With regard to identifying protein interactions and networks, protein microarrays will not generally be the sole definitive technique, but are likely to be complementary and confirmatory to a range of other methods, from isolation and characterization of protein complexes by pulldown and MS, to yeast two-hybrid screening and similar in vivo systems. Nevertheless, protein arrays provide the benefit of studying defined individual protein components under controllable conditions.
Protein-protein interactions
Functional proteome arrays provide a high-throughput system for exploring protein interaction networks, as first exemplified by the landmark application of a yeast proteome array [26] . One-onone screening of interactions by functional protein micro arrays often identifies novel interactions. For example, screening of 49 arrayed coiled-coil domains from human leucine zipper transcription factors against each of the domains in their soluble form led to the discovery of a number of previously unknown pairwise interactions. Their relative binding strengths, as determined on the array surface, were also in good agreement with those from solution-based studies [67] . In another study based on in situ arraying by NAPPA, a protein functional array containing 29 proteins involved in DNA replication initiation was probed with each of these 29 proteins in turn. A total of 110 pairwise interactions were identified, of which 63 were previously unknown [4] . Novel interactions with calmodulin and calmodulin-related proteins in the presence of calcium have been identified through the use of high-density functional protein microarrays prepared from 1133 open reading frames of Arabidopsis spp. [68] . The regulatory functions of the proteins for a wide range of targets and cellular activities were revealed. Unknown interactions were also identified directly from cell lysates using arrays of functional proteininteraction domains, such as SH2, SH3, PDZ, WW, FF, PH, FHA and 14.3.3 [24] . In an approach based on parallel capture of native protein complexes from lysates of differentially stimulated T cells, peptide microarrays were used for the ana lysis of signaling-dependent protein-interaction networks [48] . Functional arrays of nuclear hormone receptors and coactivators were used for the systematic detection of receptor dimerization, functional classification of recruited coactivators and pharmaco logical characterization of receptor ligands [69] . Recently, an interesting example has demon strated the use of human protein microarrays for identifying polyanion-binding proteins [70] .
Protein-DNA/RNA interactions
Arrayed proteins, such as transcription factors, can be probed with DNA or RNA, enabling simultaneous identification of both the nucleic acid-binding proteins and their target sequences [71] . The first proteomic array employed for the ana lysis of DNA-binding events contained 5800 yeast proteins. After screening with fluorescently labeled genomic ssDNA or dsDNA, 273 proteins that bound at least one of the DNA forms were identified [26] . In another assay, genomic DNA from Saccharomyces cerevisiae was used to probe proteome chips, identifying 200 DNA-binding proteins, including known transcription factors. This report also identified a novel DNA-binding protein with a metabolic enzyme activity directly regulating eukaryotic gene expression [72] . Recently, commercial protein microarrays have been used for the large-scale search of protein-DNA interactions [73] . A microarray composed of 282 known and predicted yeast transcription factors detected numerous pairings of transcription factors and their binding DNA sequences. Target genes for one previously uncharacterized DNA-binding protein were identified and shown to be involved in the stress response and oxidative phosphorylation [74] . The sequence-specific binding to DNA of two bacterial transcription factors (ArgR repressor protein and cAMP-binding protein) and the DNA-replication protein (DnaA) have also been demonstrated on protein microarrays [75] . Using 33 P-labeled DNA as the probe, p53 DNA-binding variants were identified on functional arrays, and their relative affinities were simultaneously measured [76] .
Protein-lipid interactions
A screen for protein-lipid interactions was performed on functional yeast proteome arrays [26] . Probing with several phospho inositides pointed to six new proteins associating with signaling lipids.
Protein-small molecule interactions
The f irst example of using a protein array to analyze protein-small molecule interactions was between FKBP12 and three fluorophore-coupled small molecules, showing differences in the affinity of their interactions [77] . Binding of GTP to GTP-binding protein on functional arrays has also been demonstrated [78] . A significant finding was that three different G-protein-coupled receptors arrayed together with their associated membrane lipids retained high-affinity, selective interactions with small-molecule ligands, demonstrating the functionality of arrayed membrane proteins [79] . Screening of yeast protein microarrays with small molecules led to the discovery of a target protein required for the suppression of rapamycin growth arrest [80] . It is anticipated that, in the future, functional protein arrays will be further explored for screening a variety of biological and synthetic small molecules for their potential as drug candidates [81] .
Profiling & quantification of protein expression
Antibody and antigen arrays are ideal 'capture' tools for profiling protein expression or immune responses, with applications in diagnostics and biomarker discovery.
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Antibody arrays
Arrays comprising large numbers of immobilized anti bodies of different specificities are a sensitive means for qualitative and quantitative determination of protein expression [9, [82] [83] [84] . Antibody arrays can be used to capture specific proteins from a variety of biological samples (e.g., lysates of cultured cells, tissue lysates and body fluids), enabling the identification of possible diagnostic signatures of disease-associated proteins [10, 85, 86] , and have been applied with success to cancer studies. A recombinant antibody (scFv) microarray allowed profiling of proteins from the sera of pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients, producing a protein signature of 19 nonredundant proteins that could discriminate cancer patients from healthy individuals [87] . In a further example of antibody array application to biomarker discovery, 29 out of 378 proteins were identified as having significant changes in their expression profiles in biopsies of human squamous cell lung cancer carcinoma compared with normal tissues [88] . The recent development of antibody microarrays in suspension using color-coded beads offers a fast, flexible, sensitive and multiplexed means for screening large numbers (>200) of clinical serum samples [89] .
The content of antibody arrays, in terms of their range and quality, is a critical issue with regard to their applications. Antibody arrays used in protein profiling must recognize the native conformations. Antibodies have different affinities for their specific targets, so the ana lysis of ligand binding in parallel and on the same surface may require the optimization of antibody concentrations prior to spotting. The concentration range of the target proteins and the conditions under which different ligands bind may also require optimization of buffers. In addition, cross-reactivity of antibodies can cause a variable background. Protein mutations, modifications and epitope changes may result in the failure of antibody arrays to detect these proteins. To help reduce these problems, the 'Antibodypedia' database has been established, providing details of individual antibody validation from publicly available resources [90] .
Antigen & reverse-phase arrays
Antigen arrays are used to profile antibody responses in autoimmunity, cancer, infection or following vaccination. Proteomewide antigen arrays generated through cell-free synthesis of 185 proteins from vaccinia virus [91, 92] or 1700 proteins from Francisella tularensis have been used to study humoral immune responses to infection with these agents [93] . They produced specific antibody profiles in sera from vaccinated or infected humans and animals that, in turn, facilitated the rational design of vaccines and diagnostic antigens [94] . Other examples are the identification of immunodominant antigens from Yersinia pestis [95] and potential vaccine candidates from Plasmodium falciparum (a prominent malaria pathogen) proteins [96] .
Profiling autoantibodies has an important potential for biomarker discovery, with further uses in diagnostics and therapy selection. For example, the patterns of antibody reactivity in multiple sclerosis sera identified by antigen microarrays, comprising heat-shock proteins, lipid autoantigens and CNS proteins, distinguished as different forms of the disease [97] . A remarkable 'myelin proteome' antigen microarray has been used to identify 'epitope spreading' through profiling the evolution of autoantibody responses that, in turn, guided the design of tolerizing DNA vaccines for encephalomyelitis [98] . To address autoimmune events associated with neurological disorders, cerebrospinal fluid, rather than serum, has also been studied on antigen microarrays [99] . As well as in the established autoimmune diseases themselves, profiling autoantibodies may be a future means of cancer diagnosis, and the antigens identified may also be potential immuno therapeutics [100] . A conformational protein array containing 329 folded and functional autoantigens was capable of detecting serum antibody profiles from non-small-cell lung cancer patients [101] . Reverse-phase antigen arrays, prepared by directly spotting various dilutions of lysates from 60 human cancer cell lines, have led to the identification of two promising pathological markers distinguishing colon from ovarian adenocarcinomas [50] . Reverse-phase arrays allowed profiling of protein levels from as few as three cell protein equivalents in samples of primary leukemia and hematopoetic stem cells [102] .
Antigen arrays are also an ideal method for profiling specificity and cross-reactivity of affinity reagents such as antibodies. A proteome microarray comprising 5000 different yeast proteins was used to screen 11 polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies for a comparative profiling of antibody crossreactivity [103] . A commercial human-protein array comprising approximately 10,000 recombinant proteins has been found to be particularly useful for the rapid characterization of antibody specificity [104] .
Studying functional protein pathways
The activity of signal transduction pathways can be measured using arrays by determining the amounts and activation state of the signaling proteins downstream of receptors. This was demonstrated for the ErbB receptor tyrosine kinase pathway using lysates of human tumor cell lines and antibody microarrays. This approach also enabled the characterization of the inhibitory profile of a small-molecule inhibitor on the pathway level [105] . To facilitate our understanding of pathways and their changes in disease, the effects of drugs and growth factors on the PTMs of specific proteins in normal and tumor cells have been studied by antibody micro arrays [106, 107] . A reverse-phase micro array approach has been successfully applied to discover distinct pathway-activation differences among breast cancer cell lines, demonstrating the use of array-based ana lysis for multiple pharmacodynamic biomarkers responding to targeted kinase inhibitors [108] . Additional signaling pathways or defects can be ascertained by exposing tumor cells or other diseased tissues to cytokines, chemokines or other bioactive molecules, using antibody arrays [85] or reverse-phase arrays [102] . In the future, it should be possible to reconstitute the complex pathways connecting the genome and the proteome in normal and diseased states through combining protein microarrays with genomicprofiling technologies. However, undertaking multiplexed quantitative ana lysis of protein-ligand interactions on microarrays, even with purified individual domains of the same functional families, requires careful standardization to avoid pitfalls due to Review Stoevesandt, Taussig & He dissimilar behavior of the proteins and variable densities of active proteins. These considerations and the danger of relying on single concentration determinations have been discussed with respect to binding of phosphopeptides by an arrayed set of SH2 domains [2] .
Monitoring post-translational modifications
Protein microarrays provide a high-throughput method for ana lysis of PTMs such as glycosylation and phosphorylation.
Protein glycosylation
Protein microarrays allow large numbers of different glyco proteins to be studied in a single experiment [109] . Currently, lectin microarrays are used for high-throughput identification of protein glyco sylation [110] , while glycoprotein microarrays can be probed with a variety of lectins in turn to reveal glycosylation patterns in sera from healthy controls and patients with chronic pancreatitis and pancreatic cancer [111] .
Protein phosphorylation
While phosphorylation controls much of the protein activity in living cells, linking particular kinases with specific substrates has been problematic. With functional protein microarrays, novel kinase substrates have been identified. For example, an array of 1690 proteins from Arabidopsis thaliana was screened with MPK3 and MPK6, respectively, followed by antiphosphotyrosine antibodies, leading to the identification of 48 and 39 candidate substrates for MPK3 and MPK6, respectively [112] . In another study illustrating the power of functional yeast proteome arrays, substrate screening identified candidate targets for each of the 87 yeast kinases [113] . Such discovery approaches are complemented by reverse-phase and antibody microarrays for the parallel ana lysis of known protein phosphorylations. Using reverse-phase microarrays, site-specific phosphorylation of 62 signaling proteins from IL-2 -stimulated T cells was detected, revealing differential protein phosphorylation [114] . Antibody microarrays have been employed for the time-resolved monitoring of cell-signaling pathways by quantifying both the amount and the phosphorylation status of signaling proteins [115] .
Enzyme arrays
Activities of phosphatases, cysteine proteases and serine hydrolases have been studied on array surfaces [116] and by using suicide inhibitors, which attach covalently to the active site [117] . Sulfation reactions can also be studied on a chip surface [118] . Significantly, enzymes constituting an entire functional pathway can be identified by enzyme arrays. This has been achieved by immobilizing mixtures of enzymes in different ratios on an array surface. Activities and efficiencies of different enzymes were analyzed by product detection. Two-step sequential reactions, catalyzed by either luciferase or nucleoside diphosphate kinase, and a five-step pathway for trehalose synthesis, have been demonstrated [119] . This approach provides a means of optimizing enzyme proportions for maximal pathway-output efficiency. An interesting application using metabolizing enzyme arrays for toxicologic screening of drugs has been described with arrayed P450 isozymes [120] .
After exposing the array to a candidate drug, a cell monolayer was grown on the P450 drug array and analyzed for the proportion of living and dead cells.
Epitope mapping & vaccine development
Capture microarrays provide suitable systems for mapping protein epitopes recognized by antibodies or other affinity reagents. By arraying all overlapping peptides of defined length taken from a protein sequence, linear epitopes with the minimal sequence requirement for molecular recognition can be identified. Individual amino acids within an epitope can be assessed for their contribution through the arraying of protein mutants. A libraryscanning strategy was described in which each individual position in a 25-mer peptide was randomized by the other 19 amino acids to generate 25 peptide libraries [121] . All libraries were then spotted and probed by the antibody. The detected signals indicated the role of particular residues in epitope recognition.
Identification of protective epitopes is essential for the design of effective vaccines. As there is no in silico method that can accurately predict the target proteins or epitopes that stimulate protective antibody immunity, screening with protein microarrays is useful for identifying immunodominant antigens from complex pathogens. In one such example, the immunogenic epitopes of the SARS coronavirus were identified after screening 52 humansera samples from infected individuals on capture arrays of viral proteins [122, 123] .
Expert commentary
Although a variety of array formats are increasingly used in basic research, biotechnology and medical applications, protein microarrays have not yet reached their full potential, particularly in academic research, for a number of possible reasons. Current commercial array production methods are generally based on separate expression and purification of proteins; thus, they are prohibitively expensive, with costs of approximately US$1000 per slide. Typically, academic applications require customized arrays displaying proteins of interest rather than complete proteome arrays. Moreover, protein arrays for species other than humans and the most widespread model organisms are not commercially available. Another problem is their limited shelf life, especially for functional protein arrays. We expect that the in situ methods for protein-array generation will contribute to changing this situation, especially approaches such as PISA, NAPPA and DAPA, which offer cheaper and more flexible methods for academic laboratories. While small numbers of customized array slides can be economically produced through in situ synthesis when required, conventional methods that rely on spotting purified proteins are only cost effective if large batches of arrays are produced. The DAPA technique is particularly useful for laboratories without microarraying equipment as it can generate multiple copies of the same protein microarray using a single DNA array template. In current clinical applications, antigen microarrays and reverse-phase arrays are widely applied for profiling antibody repertoires from individual patient samples.
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Five-year view
Protein microarray technology will continue to be optimized in the coming years. The growing collections of cloned genes or gene sequences will facilitate the generation of 'proteome arrays' for many species. Ongoing improvements in high-throughput protein expression and purification methods will enhance protein quality and quantity, increasing the functionality of arrayed proteins, with cell-free systems becoming a widely used alternative. Technologies for making protein arrays by in situ synthesis will improve and accelerate array generation. Further optimization of surface chemistries and structures, immobilization methods and readout technologies will allow for the generation of arrays with densities in the submicrometer scale.
In proteomic applications, important areas of use will include high-throughput functional in vitro screens of molecular interaction networks, while for medical applications, arrays will be developed for diagnostics and the identification of relevant biomarkers. The increasing availability of affinity reagents through international initiatives such as ProteomeBinders will provide exciting possibilities in profiling cancer proteomes, to monitor characteristic protein signatures in patient sera or tumor extracts, leading to earlier diagnosis and prognosis before and during therapy [201] . It is expected that the multidisciplinary collaboration of scientists from biotechnology, biochemistry, material sciences, physics and bioinformatics will ensure the continued development of robust and reliable protein microarrays, their widespread uptake and novel applications.
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Key issues
• High-throughput protein production is desirable for making protein arrays.
• Arraying proteins in a defined orientation is a preferred approach, as it retains the protein activity on the array surfaces.
• While current array readouts are mostly based on fluorescence, label-free detection methods have particular areas of use.
• An emerging alternative to conventional protein arraying is the in situ synthesis and arraying of proteins by cell-free systems, as in the protein in situ array, nucleic acid programmable protein array and DNA array to protein array technologies. • Functional protein microarrays are increasingly used for high-throughput screening of molecular interactions, monitoring post-translational modifications and analyzing protein functions. • Antibody arrays are valuable in profiling protein expression, thereby enabling the identification of biomarkers. Antigen arrays are efficient tools for mapping protein epitopes and assist in the identification of vaccine candidates. • Reverse-phase protein arrays are particularly useful for the screening of changes in the expression level of biomarkers and pathway targets involved in disease. • Enzyme arrays provide a means for the large-scale ana lysis of enzymatic activities. Pathway output efficiency can be enhanced by controlling the enzyme proportions spotted onto the array surface.
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